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Abstract
We describe a new system for labeling speech corpora with

high-level group interaction tags, called “meeting acts.” The
system was motivated by a need to assess work seeking to au-
tomatically detect meeting style using dialog act information.
We present information about the relationships seen between
dialog act sequences and meeting style to motivate the label-
ing process. We provide a summary of the annotation system
and labeling procedure, as well as preliminary inter-annotator
reliability statistics on the ICSI Meeting Recorder Corpus.

1. Introduction
Speech understanding requires examination of language at
many levels. Given a recorded meeting, with multiple speakers
and multiple microphones, the meeting could be categorized by
its style, as described by how meeting participants interact, for
use in automatic information extraction or to tune the types of
acoustic or language models used in speech recognition and un-
derstanding. While automatic detection of group interaction is
a goal, it is important to be able to assess automatic methods.

We describe a system for labeling high-level group interac-
tion in meetings that has been applied to meeting data recorded
as part of the ICSI Meeting Recorder project [1]. We call the
interaction segments “meeting acts” (MAs) which are essen-
tially a description of what high-level meeting function is oc-
curring. MAs are a higher level of abstraction than dialog acts
(DAs) and thus, interaction segments are at least one dialog
act segment (typically a sentence unit) and could be as long
as an entire meeting. The interaction segments used here are
related to the meeting actions described in [2], where actions
such as “monologue”, “presentation”, “white-board”, or “con-
sensus” are used to script recorded meetings. An important dif-
ference is that these labels are focused on verbal interaction
and do not report physical activity (e.g., whiteboard). Simi-
larly, labeling of “hot spots” in meetings that describe locations
of agreement/disagreement, floor grabbing or topic shift [3, 4]
is related to the style functions labeled here. A labeling guide
with further examples and detail is available online [5] and the
final labels will be made available for research purposes. We
expect to make the labels available through the LDC.

2. Corpus
The Meeting Corpus is a collection of over 90 recorded and
transcribed technical meetings [1]. The meetings were regu-
larly scheduled meetings of various groups meeting for differ-
ent purposes. The conversations are natural in that the meetings
would have happened even if they were not being used for data
collection. Seventy-five of the meetings are transcribed with di-
alog act labels describing sentence-like activity [6]. While all
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s have been used in the development of this labeling sys-
wo of the meeting groups had distinctly different styles
so recorded multiple meetings: MR (primarily discussion,
etings), RO (primarily reporting, 24 meetings). This sub-
s used in preliminary work with automatic style classifi-
to show a connection between sequences of dialog acts

eeting style. The training data consisted of 22 MR and 21
eetings. Test data was chosen based on meetings used for
r benchmark evaluations.

3. Meeting Style and Dialog Acts
we present work using dialog acts to automatically clas-
eeting style with the ultimate goal of incorporating that
ation for deeper understanding. The approach used was

r to that of topic detection where words and word-based
ation are used as features. Here, utterance level DAs

used as features. Given two distinctly different meeting
MR and RO, language models of DAs were built to model
w of interaction in meetings. The results presented here
e SRI LM toolkit [7] to classify meetings based on likeli-
cores given a single stream of dialog acts. Results are pre-
for language models trained on sequences of dialog acts
each meeting is represented by a single merged stream of
acts. No turn or speaker information is included in the

Classification rates are correct classification for individual
ngs found by choosing the maximum likelihood between
Ms trained on MR and RO data. Results are presented
igram, bigram, and trigram LMs in Table 1. In all cases,

trained on the corresponding training data results in a
perplexity for the test set in the same style. These results
that there is a connection between dialog act information
eeting style that may be more distinct with more detailed
ation about group interaction.

4. Meeting Acts
eeting acts are divided into five major groups that can
d as primary (level 1) or secondary (level 2) tags. This
level approach is similar to multi-level topic levels as used
. The groups are administration and planning, decision
g, discussion, humor, and breaks and commentary. The
nd diacritics along with brief descriptions are shown in
2. This section provides a detailed description of each
g. At the end, we describe available diacritics.

rimary vs. Secondary Labels

g the development of this system, there was a need to
ent embedded actions. For example, a reporting session
turn into a brainstorming interaction that was solely a re-
f the reporting session and was about the topic being re-



Table 1: Automatic classification of meeting type using LMs
built with sequences of dialog acts.

Perplexity
LM Test Set Train: MR Train: RO % Correct

Unigram MR Dev 32.4 33.2 80
MR Eval 31.3 31.5 50
RO Eval 32.3 29.8 100

ALL Eval – – 80
Bigram MR Dev 28.1 28.7 100

MR Eval 27.0 27.3 100
RO Eval 27.7 25.4 100

ALL Eval – – 100
Trigram MR Dev 28.8 29.3 80

MR Eval 27.6 28.1 100
RO Eval 28.0 26.1 100

ALL Eval – – 90

ported on. At the end of brainstorming, the entire meeting might
return to the same reporting session without a change of topic.
Here, a secondary tag would be assigned to the brainstorming
session with start and stop boundaries that would be inside the
reporting boundaries. Figure 1 is an example of a labeled meet-
ing that shows a discussion section with embedded reporting,
most likely the result of one person being asked to deliver infor-
mation to further the discussion.

Start Stop Label Comments
623.923 721.119 T
647.871 668.128 T|T really strong topic break
721.119 842.702 Z
842.566 998.624 NˆFT
999.352 1047.88 RˆM
1048.49 1134.22 NˆFT
1132.99 1210.29 R overlap
1209.54 1236.98 BO overlap
1240.74 1372.18 T
1372.64 1641.71 TˆV
1400.37 1407 TˆV|R level 2
1473.23 1518.33 TˆV|R level 2
1641.04 1649.48 NˆFA
1649.81 1805.54 T
1805.41 1823.59 P

Figure 1: A portion of an MA-labeled meeting with interaction
segment start and stop times and MA labels, including examples
of level 2 tags.

4.2. Group 1: Administration and Planning

In meetings, there are often multiple levels of planning. Here,
we label regions of agenda building or discussion, thus marking
a very local level of planning. We also note planning of future
work or activities. Planning can be modified with diacritics that
show agreement or disagreement as well as short- and long-term
planning.
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2: Available MA labels, diacritics and their descriptions.

oup Label Tag Title
G agenda work
P planning of future work
N negotiation
E voting
R reporting
Z brainstorming
T other discussion
H humor
C commentary

BE technical or equipment testing breaks
BO Breaks: interrupts, filler talk,

off-topic self-talk, etc.
Diacritics

A agreeing
D disagreeing

FA ends in agreement
FD ends in disagreement
FT ends in tabling (no decision made)
I consists primarily of one speaker

M consists primarily of multiple speakers
LT long-term planning
ST short-term planning
S suggest alternate
V use of visual aids
Y summarization of previous knowledge

roup 2: Decision Making

iation and voting are the labels used to indicate decision-
g actions. Some portions of negotiation will have aspects
cussion, but the goal of reaching a decision puts negotia-

this group.
egotiation is used when multiple talkers are working to
a decision. As level 2 tags, negotiation periods may or
ot follow planning or reporting regions. An example of
bel as a level 2 tag would also be when negotiating which
next gets the floor. Negotiation regions have required di-
s indicating the final consensus action: agreement, dis-
ent or a tabling of the negotiation. A tabled negotiation

d to indicate that no final decision was made, whether or
e issue was formally tabled. Negotiation differs from dis-
n labels (such as discussion or brainstorming) in that there
xpected final action.

oting is available for decision making that requires some
f vote or accounting of assessment. This is distinct from
ding of a negotiation interaction unless a tally is taken
ponses come from every participant. Voting can be used
vel 2 tag to indicate this when coupled with negotiation.
no examples of this activity have been found so far in this

s, this is a common decision-making method in meetings.

roup 3: Types of Discussion

are multiple types of discussion that can happen in a
ng. Here, they are divided into three subgroups: reporting,
torming, and other discussion. While many discussion in-
ion regions will be labeled as reporting or brainstorming,
lude the third so that there is a label that can be used when
r of the others fit exactly.



Reporting is used when either primarily one talker or a
team focussed on disseminating the same topic is giving infor-
mation to the others in the meeting. Clarification questions may
be asked but the meeting remains in this phase. If the type of
interaction moves towards discussion but does not change topic
or the person who is leading the meeting (the reporter), then the
segment does not change. When there is discussion in direct
response to the reporting, a level 2 tag for discussion should
be used to note the change. When the reporter changes, a new
reporting label is assigned.

Brainstorming describes meeting activity that generates
ideas or possibilities. Brainstorming may describe the decision
of what should happen, but could also be a level 2 label for
how or when things might happen – for example, in the case of
agenda planning. Negotiating about the generated ideas would
be a new MA. Within a negotiation segment, a level 2 tag of
brainstorming could be used when a series of alternate sugges-
tions are made in response to negotiation. Diacritics indicat-
ing the generation of ideas by a single individual or multiple
speakers should accompany the brainstorming MA. The diacrit-
ics indicating multiple or individual speakers are useful here for
indicating the number of participants generating ideas.

Discussion indicates balanced conversation between multi-
ple talkers. New information could be brought in by any talker
in the meeting, as opposed to reporting where new information
is delivered by an individual or a team. Presenting pros and
cons of ideas that have already been generated but not actually
negotiating a decision would be labeled as discussion.

4.5. Group 4: Humor

Humor is labeled as a parallel label, which means regions can
have a third level if needed. While humor is sometimes labeled
with the DA “j” for joke, it was actually easier for the labelers to
note when something was humorous than to not label anything.
Because humor can play many roles within meetings, a marking
of humorous sections may be useful for future work.

4.6. Group 5: Commentary and Breaks

This grouping describes meeting acts that do not typically pro-
duce action or decisions. The first MA is commentary, typ-
ically asides not directed to the entire meeting. The second
set are breaks in the meeting to deal with technical issues or
to deal with interruptions. The third is an outside topic marker
used to indicate when portions of the meetings are used for out-
side recording work. Level 1 tags should not be interrupted by
breaks, i.e., a break tag surrounded by two identical primary
tags. If the primary function and topic continue, a level 2 tag
indicating a break would be used. Level 2 labels can be split by
a break to avoid needing a third level of labeling.

Commentary is used for commentary about meeting ac-
tion or for asides. These would be apart from the regular or
current discussion. Self-talk about wording or correction of pre-
vious speech would also be considered commentary. Commen-
tary that is about the topic rather than about the meeting action
would not be labeled as commentary unless it becomes an ex-
tended branch of the conversation. It would then take on the
enveloping region label as a level 2 tag.

The two break labels are used for speech that is apart from
the focus of the meeting. BE is used when there is discussion
of technical issues. In the recordings used here, this is primarily
about the recording equipment but would also include discus-
sion about projectors, lighting, furniture, etc. BO is used to
mark breaks in the meeting for what would otherwise be “third-
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lk that is not commentary on the meeting or the process.
s can be used as level 2 labels when the meeting act re-
the same before and after the break region.
utside topic is primarily used for DIGIT TASK labels,
arate recording task that occurred during the meeting
er project. It can also be used as a level 2 tag for meeting
at are primarily focussed on setting up the outside topic.

iacritics

vailable diacritics are modifiers that can be used for any
MA tags at the primary or secondary level. The set of

tics (shown in Table 2) are used to indicate general as-
of the MA segment. If the segment is generally filled
greement or disagreement, then A or D would be used to
te that. V, the diacritic for the use of visual aids, can in-
slides, whiteboard use, handouts, and gestures. The key
to include this diacritic is to indicate that the audio sig-

es not contain all of the information from the meeting in
gment. Y is used to indicate a summarization of previous

ledge, typically a recapping of an earlier meeting.

5. Labeling
le primary tag is the only required tag for the MA. This

1 tag can be modified by one or more diacritics and/or it
ve a secondary tag attached to it. The secondary (or level
can also be modified by one or more diacritics. The only
here a third level may be used is when the humor label
included. Final labels for the corpus will be generated in

asses. The analysis presented here is after the first pass of
ation, which only uses the meeting corpus transcripts and
ssociated dialog act labels. The second pass of annotation
e performed using the first pass of labels and the audio
e meetings. In the second pass, tag boundaries can be
d or labels changed based on changes in the audio signal.
rimary focus of listening to the audio will be to confirm
tics and to adjust segment boundaries. An additional issue
e the labeling of humor. Since sarcasm can be hard to
guish with text alone, a second pass will allow labelers
ance to do more accurate humor labeling.

Segmentation of Interaction Regions
gmentation of meetings into interaction regions is not al-

clear cut. Transitional speech activity at interaction seg-
boundaries, which could be analogous to disfluent words
beginning of a sentence unit, could belong to either re-

f participants are either clarifying consensus on the previ-
pic or if they are negotiating agreement about which topic
cuss next. Utterance boundaries define the candidate seg-
boundaries, i.e, a new MA cannot occur in the middle of
. The issue of MA segmentation is related to topic seg-
tion. Given multi-level topic levels (generated at CSLI at
rd University [8]), there is already an interesting interplay
en MA and topic levels. This interaction will be investi-
in future work. Additionally, the opportunity for over-
g MAs exists with meetings more than with two-person
s. Multiple topic threads can be intertwined, with sec-
y threads being entirely surrounded by primary threads.
xample is shown in Figure 2. As topics are changing, the
nd stop points may overlap as well, which is similar to
pping sentences or dialog acts.



Time Chan Transcript
1874-1875 c1 i mean i think if you ==
1876-1878 c1 does i- - does it - why would it

correspond to pitch ?
1879-1879 c3 yeah .
1880-1881 c3 i - i - i not sure .
1881-1882 c3 i - i - i try to - to ==
1882-1883 c1 yeah .
1883-1888 c3 when first i - i calculate eh using the

f f t ==
1887-1888 c8 <huh> di- - digital camera .
1888-1890 c3 the - the ==
1890-1891 c2 keep forgetting .
1891-1896 c3 i get the - the spectrum ==
1897-1897 c1 yeah .
1897-1898 c3 and i represent ==
1900-1901 c3 all the frequency .
1902-1902 c1 yeah .
1902-1902 c3 and - when ou- ==
1902-1904 c3 i obtained the instantaneous frequency .
1904-1907 c3 and i change the - the - the ==
1909-1910 c3 using the ==
1911-1913 c3 instantaneous frequency here .

Figure 2: Sample of intertwined meeting acts from BMR015,
where the speakers c8 and c2, who rarely spoke in the rest of the
meeting, are having a brief external conversation (BO). Only
these two utterances belong in that MA while all of the sur-
rounding utterances belong in another.

7. Reliability

Here, we present interlabeler reliability statistics for MA
segment boundaries for the three primary labelers. Since there
is not yet a standard for measuring segmentation of meeting
acts, we base our approach on one used by [6] for evaluating
DA segment boundaries. One set of labels is chosen as a
reference and another set is compared to the reference. Rather
than using the number of DA tags inside the MA label, we use
the segment boundary start and stop points. Since candidate
times are always DA segment boundaries, we can expect
an exact match or non-match for given times. We include
boundaries for both primary and secondary labels. The total
number of start and stop times for all labels (both primary and
secondary) assigned by the reference labeler is used as the total
count. We present statistics for all matching boundaries. A
typical “match” is one where start boundaries match but ending
times differ. For example, the segmentation:

Reference:
R 97.06 141.808 T 142.614 239.961

Comparison:
R 97.06 – – 239.961

would result in two matches out of four candidates. Results
are shown in Table 3 and are based on a sample of meetings
from different meeting groups. This metric does not take into
account boundaries that are very close to each other in time,
i.e., off by one DA segment. Labelers also have different
tendencies to assign level 2 tags or short agenda planning tags,
which can result in much higher totals with smaller agreement
(as seen with labeler 3). Metrics that included distance between
labels would show higher agreement between labelers.
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able 3: Results for segmentation agreement metric.

ference Comparison Agree Total % Agree
1 2 181 346 52.3
1 3 33 82 40.2
2 1 184 318 57.9
2 3 21 56 37.5
3 1 25 94 26.7
3 2 17 94 18.1

Overall 461 990 46.6

8. Discussion
abeling method can be used for further work exploring
n-human interaction as well as for investigating the rela-
ips between content and interaction. As more data is la-
we expect to see that the number of style changes in a

ng is correlated with the different meeting groups in the
s. Additionally, we will be performing full kappa statistic
arisons of the labels themselves. We currently see a high-
f matches or matches within groups (R, Z, and T), with

ost confusion coming from diacritics.
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